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Spanish + Internship 
SEVILLA & CADIZ



Spanish + Internship
Acquire experience and widen your professional horizons

WHY SPANISH + INTERNSHIP WITH CLIC IH?

CLIC is part of International House, the most renowned language schools network in the world.
�e school was created in 1983 and has gained an unrivalled international reputation for the quality of its 
services. Foreign students joining CLIC receive counselling and support in all aspects related to their 
Spanish course, internship, accommodation, CV dra�, etc. CLIC takes care of all legal requirements for 
the internship in the company. Students are asked to present a series of documents and CLIC takes  care 
of everything else.

ABOUT DOING AN INTERNSHIP IN SEVILLE OR CADIZ

Seville is the Andalusian financial, political and cultural capital. Despite the recent crisis, Seville is still 
one of the main economical hubs of Spain and hosts a good number of companies that mainly operate in 
the fields of food industry or aircra� production (Airbus). As a cultural capital city, Seville also generates 
richness thanks to the headquarters of public institutions and companies which boost the service 
industries such as   tourism, theatres, advertising and audiovisual production.

On the other hand, Cadiz, despite its relatively small economic power is key in fields such as tourism, 
water sports, fishing industry or shipyards. �e area is also rapidly developing as a sustainable tourism 
destination very sensitive to environmental protection.

Although it may sound like a contradiction due to the relatively high rate of unemployment, both cities are 
particularly keen on hosting foreign interns to help them become more international and export driven.     



My work experience in Cadiz was more than 
what I expected: I found myself with 

welcoming people everywhere, at CLIC Ih 
and in the company where I spent 2 months 

with a team that involved me in their 
objectives and in several tasks.

 PASCALE VALLÉ (FRANCE)

I studied audiovisual in Holland and CLIC placed me in a 
medium sized production company in Seville, where I 

developed both my Spanish and key knowledge and contacts 
in the area of co-production and financing at a European scale.

 MATTHIJS BOONGAERTS (NETHERLANDS)

20 lessons of 50 mins per week

Minimum age 18

2-4 weeks Spanish course + 8-16 weeks company placement

6 to 10 students per class

Starting dates any Monday

All levels

�e Spanish + Company Placement is a chance to join small and medium sized companies which are 
keen to host foreign interns. In addition to developing language skills, this option offers the 
invaluable opportunity to get familiar with the Spanish work and business environment and widen 
professional horizons.

Internship  Procedure

Step 1
Students submit le�er of 
recommendation and CV

Step 2
A�er a telephone interview,

CLIC will select the internship 
placement

Step 3
Students will be accompanied to 

the company and receive 
coaching throughout their stay.
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